COP26 VIRTUAL OCEAN PAVILION EXHIBITS
One Ocean Hub

Description
The One Ocean Hub is an international programme of research for sustainable
development, working to promote fair and inclusive decision-making for a healthy ocean
whereby people and the planet can flourish. Our research is particularly concerned with
understanding the impact of climate change on the ocean and the communities in South
Africa, Namibia, Ghana, and the South Pacific.
Our Approach to Climate Change Research:
●

Our research with coastal communities who are reliant upon the ocean, looks at
what barriers communities face in taking part in climate-action.
● Our research on marine ecosystems increases knowledge of deep-sea species
and habitats to better understand their role in mitigating climate change and the
impacts climate change may have upon them.
● Our research on fisheries examines the impact of climate change, overexploitation, pollution, and changing ocean conditions on fish that are
essential to coastal community livelihoods.
● Our research on human rights highlights the needs of children and young people,
women, indigenous peoples, small-scale fishers, and other communities
dependent on a healthy ocean, amplifying their voices in global dialogue.
The One Ocean Hub is funded by UK Research and Innovation (UKRI) through the
Global Challenges Research Fund (GCRF) – a key component in delivering the UK AID
strategy that puts UK-led research at the heart of efforts to tackle the United Nations
Sustainable Development Goals.
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One Ocean Hub Website: https://oneoceanhub.org
Twitter: https://twitter.com/oneoceanhub?lang=en
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/OneOceanHub
Linkedin: https://www.linkedin.com/company/one-ocean-hub/
Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCU08PjFK_ifjnFFbcHG64tw/videos
Videos
1. UN Decade and SDG synergies at the Ocean-Climate Nexus:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XkprTGz425U
2. One Health, the Ocean, and Climate Change:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GgxUNy5GZEI
3. Canoe Culture: Inscriptions, Festivals and Asafo Companies:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Opi9ejkLjT0&t=42s
4. Diep Respek: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n6kdnR2eXmg
5. Webinar: Oceans and Climate Change: Impact and Adaptation:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fzR9cHUQ9WE&t=3s
6. Webinar: Ocean and Climate Change: Building Adaptation, Mitigation, and
Resilience: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xCPn_UmcAR4
7. Ocean and Climate Change: Building and Adaptation Mitigation, and Resilience:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xCPn_UmcAR4
8. Lalela uLwandle (Listen to the sea): Illustrated Short Film:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p_W3QBz9cPY
9. Co-developing Climate Services Towards Climate Resilient Cities:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ws8LC_CJBhQ
Documents
1. Policy-brief-children-rights-to-a-healthy-ocean-pdf1634745986.pdf:
https://vepimg.b8cdn.com/uploads/vjfnew/6281/content/docs/1634745986policybrief-children-rights-to-a-healthy-ocean-pdf1634745986.pdf
2. Transformative-governance-for-ocean-biodiversity-pdf1634807790.pdf:
https://vepimg.b8cdn.com/uploads/vjfnew/6281/content/docs/1634807790transfor
mative-governance-for-ocean-biodiversity-pdf1634807790.pdf
3. The-relevance-of-the-human-right-to-science-for-the-conservation-andsustainable-use-of-marine-biodiversity-of-areas-beyond-national-jurisdictionpdf1634807797.pdf:
https://vepimg.b8cdn.com/uploads/vjfnew/6281/content/docs/1634807797therelevance-of-the-human-right-to-science-for-the-conservation-and-sustainableuse-of-marine-biodiversity-of-areas-beyond-national-jurisdictionpdf1634807797.pdf
4. Ecological-fishery-forecasting-of-squid-stock-dynamics-under-climate-variabilityand-change-review-challenges-and-recommendations-1-pdf1634807806.pdf:
https://vepimg.b8cdn.com/uploads/vjfnew/6281/content/docs/1634807806ecologi
cal-fishery-forecasting-of-squid-stock-dynamics-under-climate-variability-andchange-review-challenges-and-recommendations-1-pdf1634807806.pdf
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5. Introduction-to-one-ocean-hub-climate-change-research-pdf1635334670.pdf:
https://vepimg.b8cdn.com/uploads/vjfnew/6281/content/docs/1635334670introdu
ction-to-one-ocean-hub-climate-change-research-pdf1635334670.pdf
6. Higher-climate-risks-for-marine-ecosystems-pdf1635334764.pdf:
https://vepimg.b8cdn.com/uploads/vjfnew/6281/content/docs/1635334764higherclimate-risks-for-marine-ecosystems-pdf1635334764.pdf
7. Policy Brief Integrated and Inclusive Ocean Governance is Essential to Tackling
Climate Change-pdf1635773403.pdf:
https://vepimg.b8cdn.com/uploads/vjfnew/6281/content/docs/1635773403policybrief-integrated-and-inclusive-ocean-governance-is-essential-to-tackling-climatechange-pdf1635773403.pdf
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